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Abstract
This paper tries to describe the fragmentation of religious authority in Indonesia, more specifically in Banten province. The first part of this paper discusses the history of the religious authority development and the establishment of modernist and traditionalist Muslim organizations in the beginning of the twentieth century. It includes the foundation of MUI as an attempt of the government to unite Islamic organisations in Indonesia. The second part discusses Banten 'ulamā's, Islamic organisations in Banten, and the establishment of MUI Banten. In recognizing the nature of religious authority, we can appreciate how Indonesian Muslims have striven to find a valid source of religious authority with the right to speak for Islam.
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Introduction
Religious Authority: ‘Ulama‘ and Fatwa

The word authority in the online Cambridge English dictionary is defined as ‘the moral or legal right or ability to control’ and ‘a group of people with official responsibility for a particular area of activity’. According to Seiferta, the recognition of religious authority is one of the fundamental principles of any religion particularly when ‘considering the finality of the source of that authority and its relation to the future of that religion’. In addition, Kramer argues that religious authority enables power, opportunity and the right as well as the capability to create and interpret religious texts including the manner of their interpretation. Therefore religious authority is dependent on the existence of an institution with the power and the right to both define and speak for religion. Such an institution unites its adherents in their appreciation of the holy books, prophetic traditions and religious beliefs and in this way avoids dissension and uncertainty.

Kramer’s explanation supports the concept of religious authority in Muslim society particularly during the prophet Muhammad’s life (d. 632). During his prophethood, Muhammad had two types of authority; political and religious. Through these he interpreted his revelations as the primary legal source of how to conduct oneself in daily life. He also determined, advised and defined appropriate patterns of behaviour for Muslims not only concerning religious practice and ritual but also in solving political problems. He became the medium through which Muslims understand God’s law and regulations. His interpretations became obligatory practice for Muslims as the second source of Islamic law. After his death, religious authority in Islam was replaced by ‘ulama‘, religious figurehead with the capacity to interpret the Qur‘an and Sunnah texts as the main sources of religious authority.

The existence of ‘ulama‘ is crucial because the problems faced by Muslim societies (ummah) are not only related to ritual practices for which solutions can be found in the Qur‘an and Sunnah texts. Islamic legal sources may not always hold the answer to more complicated problems. In such cases, the ummah, either individually or on an institutional basis, ask the ‘ulama‘ to give advice in solving their problems based on Islamic law. In this way the ‘ulama‘ develop and maintain their religious authority over the ummah by issuing their interpretations through commentaries and fatwas. The ‘ulama‘ use
commentaries to reinterpret Islamic texts to accommodate changing socio-political conditions in Muslim society\(^5\) while fatwas are used to advise the ummah and to respond to questions addressed to them.

According to Kaptein, an ‘ulama’s pronouncement to petitioners on a specific issue is considered to be a fatwa.\(^6\) Mozaffari agrees, arguing that a fatwa is the response to a question concerning a particular problem of Islamic law issued by a qualified religious authority. He emphasises that a fatwa issued by a mufti or ‘ulama has a different function from a qadhi’s decision in court because a fatwa is not an order and does not have legal consequences. A qadhi’s decision is binding, an obligatory decision issued by the executive authority of the court and must be implemented.\(^7\) The requests for religious pronouncements from the ‘ulama have been handed down from one generation to the next because the ‘ulama are considered to be the heirs of the prophets.

The opinion or advice issued by the ‘ulama is interesting because it highlights the development of religious understanding, historic circumstance, and socio-political conditions. Kaptein studies Indonesian fatwas and points out the difference between fatwas issued at the end of the nineteenth century and those issued in the twentieth in the sense that in the latter, a fatwa can be issued by a collective ‘ulama from a Muslim organisation in Indonesia, not necessarily by an individual ‘ulama or mufti.\(^8\) More recently ‘ulama lacking religious education have also become involved in religious debate.\(^9\)

**The Searching for Religious Authority: The National Context**

Following the demise of Islamic sultanates in Indonesia, ‘ulama tended to be leaders of thariqah institutions giving advice to the ummah on ritual practice but they played another role in encouraging Muslims to fight against colonial government.\(^10\) The problems faced by Indonesian Muslims became more serious and complex both politically and socially. Muslims no longer dealt with ritual problems alone but also with relatively new problems. These included the compatibility of science and technology with Islam, the conflict between Islam and the West and tension between a traditionalist and modernist understanding of Islam all of which needed religious pronouncements from the ‘ulama.\(^11\)

Indonesian Muslims sought religious authority in cities considered to be centres of Islam. They eventually divided into two main streams; the traditional and modern. The former tended to
maintain and preserve traditions such as the attachment to *taqlid* (blind imitation of the past), the abandonment of *ijtihād* (interpretation), paying tribute to saints and visiting their tombs. These practices were considered to be *bid’ah* (innovation) and were blamed for Islam remaining a backward-looking religion. According to the modernist view moreover, *ijtihād* helped to implement the *Qur’ān* and *Sunnah* texts as well as enabling Muslims to cope with modern life.\(^{12}\)

The controversy over tradition led to the establishment of modernist (*kaum muda*) and traditionalist (*kaum tua*) organisations at the beginning of the twentieth century. Muhammadiyah (Muhammadiyah), Al Isyad (al Irshad) and Persis (Persatuan Islam) which represent modernist organisations, were established in 1912, 1914 and 1923 respectively.\(^{13}\) Nahdlatul Ulama (Nahdihah al-‘Ulamā‘, hereafter NU) representing traditionalist thought, was established in 1926.\(^{14}\)

One of the most significant factors leading to the rise of modernist organisations in Indonesia was the influence of Rasyid Ridha from Cairo on Indonesian Muslims. His influence was furthered by the proliferation of print media enabling the reformist's messages to reach Muslims in the archipelago. Reformist ideology and interpretation were disseminated by publishing fatwas (*iftā*) in a journal entitled *al-Manār*.\(^{15}\) Bluhm investigated the fatwas relating to questions posed by Indonesian petitioners published in *al-Manār*. He showed that correspondence between Indonesian Muslims and modernist thinkers in Cairo led to 134 requests for fatwas in *al-Manār* between 1898 and 1936.\(^{16}\) He also stated that *al-Manār* influenced two Islamic reformist magazines in the Malay-Indonesian archipelago; *al-Imām*, founded in Singapore in 1906 and *al-Munir* founded in Padang in 1911.\(^{17}\)

Azra argues that print media are instrumental in the dissemination of modernist ideas in the Malay-Indonesian world. Burhanudin agrees, arguing that *al-Manār* created the environment that made it possible for Indonesian Muslims to become involved in the reformation of Islam.\(^{18}\) Another important journal that contributed to the spread of the Islamic modernist view was *al-Islām*, published in 1916 by Tjokroaminoto, the founder of Sarekat Islam (SI).\(^{19}\) The rise of Islamic reform in Indonesia in places considered by Indonesian Muslims to be centres of Islamic knowledge was due to the proliferation of print media which speeded up the dissemination of
modernist thought at the beginning of the twentieth century in Indonesia.

In response to the way Muslim organisations had developed to deal with religious matters, many Muslim organisations established their own institutions to issue fatwas with different ways of producing them for their followers. Muhammadiyah which uses independent rational investigation to interpret the Qur'an and Sunnah texts to deal with modern issues rather than strictly following one of the four madhhabs (school of thought) in Abl as-Sunnah wa al-Jama'ah, established Majlis Tarih in 1927.20 Meanwhile, Persis emphasises the importance of the Qur'an and Sunnah texts as sources of religious interpretation and bases most of its fatwas on Ahmad Hassan's thoughts.21 On the other hand, NU uses classic Sya'î texts to respond to modernisation and established the Bahits al-Masâ'il forum in 1926.22 This diverse development led to the situation whereby a fatwa issued by one religious organisation could be different from another, resulting in contradictory pronouncements on the same issue.23

The Establishment of Indonesian Council of 'Ulama' (MUI)

On 26th July 1975, MUI was established under the auspices of the New Order regime. The aim was to unite modernist and traditional Muslim organisations in Indonesia into a single state-run Institution for Indonesian Muslim society, to encourage internal consultation and give Indonesian Muslims a means of contacting the government.24

In 1976, MUI published guidelines outlining its five main purposes. These are: (1) To issue fatwas and offer advice on religious and social problems to both government and Indonesian Muslims to strengthen the nation; (2) to strengthen the Islamic brotherhood and create religious harmony to bring about national unity; (3) to represent Indonesian Muslims at meetings with other religious leaders; (4) to mediate between the 'ulama's' and 'umarâ' (government) in order to establish a working relationship between government and Indonesian Muslims to aid national development and (5) to maintain neutrality by not becoming involved in politics.25

The government adopted a strong authoritarian approach to speed up national development, by making MUI reflect government policy in their communications. As a result, most fatwas produced by central MUI during the New Order regime do reflect government policy rather than the interest of the ummah.26 This is demonstrated
first, by the low number of fatwas issued in response to questions from individual Muslim petitioners and second, by the content of fatwas clearly based with government policy in mind.\textsuperscript{27}

Besides issuing fatwas to educate Indonesian Muslim society on religious belief, economics, politics, and social affairs, MUI also released six types of fatwa-like discourses. These are recommendations (\textit{tawziyyah}), admonitions (\textit{tadzkirah}), instructions or mandates (\textit{amnabah}), position statements (\textit{pernyataan sikap}), appeals (\textit{himbaun}) and intellectual positions (\textit{sumbangan pemikiran}).\textsuperscript{28} A true fatwa represents MUI’s highest religious discourse because the procedure for issuing a true fatwa is far more stringent than it is for the six fatwa-like discourses. According to Ichwan, before issuing some fatwas, MUI consults the law commission to establish the legal position and this influences the content of the official document.\textsuperscript{29}

MUI’s role changed after the downfall of the Suharto regime in 1998. Since then, MUI is no longer the government’s mouthpiece on religious issues nor is it a supporter of government policy. MUI has become more independent and now works in the interest of Indonesian Muslims through its fatwas. However, there are at least two schools of thought about who the fatwas represent in reality since the change of position. On the one hand, some fatwas just seemed to support radical Islam in Indonesia, for example, MUI’s fatwa no.7 opposing pluralism, liberalism and secularism and the \textit{Ahmadiyyah} fatwa. Both fatwas seem to represent radical Islam’s voice due to the fact that many groups promoting conservative Islam have become a dominant force within MUI and influence it through a strict interpretation of religious texts.\textsuperscript{30} In this sense, some researchers have pointed to MUI’s struggle with the fundamentalist Islam camp and have found evidence of it acting as the mouthpiece of radical Islamic groups in Indonesia.\textsuperscript{31}

On the other hand, MUI has issued fatwas reflecting the \textit{ummah}’s general interest. For example, the fatwa confirming the prohibition of consuming food containing pork because it is considered to be \textit{harim}, gained wide support.\textsuperscript{32} Nevertheless, there is no doubt that some of MUI’s fatwas, especially those related to religious belief, have created tension in Indonesian Muslim society.

Recently, MUI established a forum called the \textit{Ijtim\'\''ulam\'\''} Komisi Fatwa se Indonesia (Commission for the agreement of fatwas in Indonesia) to deal with sensitive issues and problems likely to raise controversy.\textsuperscript{33} There are three major areas discussed in this forum,
namely *Masā’il Asāsiyyah Wathaniyyah* (problems concerning the foundation of states), *fiqhīyyah mu’āirah* (problems concerning issues of the day) and *masā’il qanunīyyah* (laws and regulations). The MUI’s fatwa commission organises a forum every three years, involving hundreds of participants from the fatwa and law commissions from branches all over Indonesia. The fatwa commission from Indonesian Muslim organisations and representatives of the *syari’ah* (Islamic law) faculties of universities of Islamic Studies in Indonesia all attend. MUI thus plays a crucial role in maintaining the unity of Muslim organisations in Indonesia. By discussing its fatwas based on its own methodology with every Muslim organisation in the country, MUI has endeavoured to become the foremost issuer of fatwas in Indonesia.

In 2005, MUI launched a programme known as *Tagyir al-Munkarab* (the transformation of evils) to reduce crime in Indonesia. One objective of the programme is to consolidate MUI’s fatwas on the prohibition of evil behaviour and moral turpitude including gambling, corruption, pornography, drug abuse and prostitution.

**Fragmented Religious Authority at Local Context: The Banten Case**

**The Banten ’ulamā‘: Abuya, Kyai and Ustādz**

The term ’ulamā‘ is derived from the Arabic to denote men of religious learning irrespective of their level of scholarship or position. However the term is rarely used by Bantinese Muslims who prefer to use *kyai*, the local term to describe someone with a certain level of religious and spiritual education and position. The Bantinese have a different term for a person holding a higher position than *kyai*, namely *abuya*. They also use *ustādz* for people with religious understanding, taking into account their age, spiritual experience and religious education. Therefore, it is important to examine how the Bantinese use these terms in practising their religion.

Discussion of the difference between *kyai* and ’ulamā‘ has appeared in several studies by both Indonesian and foreign researchers. According to Geertz, the use of *kyai* and ’ulamā‘ is interchangeable because both can be used to describe people with a deep knowledge of Islam. Furthermore, Geertz identifies *kyai* as a kind of cultural broker who connects the external world with the peasant community in several ways. For example, they can be advisors on social and religious issues as well as teachers of Islamic law. Furthermore, although they are considered socially and economically
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superior, they also claim to have magic skills for curing disease and chasing away evil spirits. These characteristics lead Javanese villagers to view them as powerful and influential sacred figures. 38

Meanwhile, Dhofer argues that in Java, the term kyai has three different meanings: A title to honour gods with supernatural powers; a respectful term of address for the elderly and a title for Muslim scholars in charge of pesantren (Islamic boarding schools) who teach classic Islamic texts. 39 He also states that the term kyai refers to 'ulama' representing traditional Islam. 40 However, Horikoshi points out the difference between kyai and 'ulama' based on their meaning for the Sundanese in Cipari, a village in the southern part of West Java. She argues that the kyai's position is higher than the 'ulama' s in terms of their influence on society and their greater religious knowledge. 41 Criticising Horikoshi's argument by stating that it is not appropriate to describe kyai and 'ulama' in West Java, Iskandar seems to support Geertz and Dhofer's opinion of kyai by arguing that it should be used to refer to Muslim scholars in pesantren with a certain number of santris and who have been on a pilgrimage, while the 'ulama' share some characteristics and are socially influential but they are not involved with the pesantren. 42

Nevertheless, the use of kyai to denote someone in charge of a pesantren with a number of santris is no longer in common use. In Banten, many religious people with a deep knowledge of Islam and who run a pesantren are not called kyai. This could be due to several factors. They might be considered too young, they might not descend from a kyai, or they might only have a few santri studying at their pesantren. In this case they are called ustâdz. 43 Moreover, in contrast to Dhofer and Iskandar's argument, Bantenese who are not from a traditionalist background and who do not have a pesantren can also be called kyai by the Bantenese. Furthermore, the title haji (those who have performed hajj (pilgrimage) is irrelevant as a definition of kyai because many Bantenese Muslims go on pilgrimage no matter what their educational background if they can afford it.

In reference to Geertz's definition of kyai, some aspects need further examination. The first is the term 'cultural broker'. It is true that kyai can be broker or mediator in receiving Islam from the traditional centres and disseminating it to his area of influence. With their religious knowledge and experience, kyai are well-placed to meet politicians and their followers. However, the term cannot be used to refer to all kyai especially those who rigidly practise thariqah teachings.
that suggest keeping one's distance from politics. Therefore, it seems that the term when related to politics, is insufficient to describe some kyai who are against involvement in politics.

Two great kyai are well-known to the Bantenese. These are the late abuya Dimyati bin Muhammad bin Amin al-Bantani (d. 2003)

leader of the Cidahu pesanren and khaliqah of the Shadziliyyah thariqah
and the late Abuya Bustomi, leader of the Cisantri pesanren. Both pesanren are in Pandeglang district, by which they practise strict observance of shi'ah principles (the teaching of Islamic mysticism) and completely ignore political influence in order to preserve their independence and the atmosphere in the pesanren.

Abuya Dimyati, resisted pressure from the government and Golkar and in 1977, he was sentenced to several months in prison for his "seditious" Friday sermons. According to many Bantenese, he never accepted government support nor was he involved with any political organisations, but his influence is clear from the high number of pupils and followers he had, not just from Banten but also from other places on Java and Sumatra. Many government officials and former presidents of the Republic of Indonesia, such as Habibie and Gus Dur, have visited abuya Dimyati's pesanren to ask for blessings (barakah) and prayers.

The Bantenese called them abuya not only to distinguish them from regular kyai but also to indicate their admirable qualities, such as tawadhu' (being humble), zuhd (piety), wara' (a deep devotion to God) and their religious knowledge. The latter is greater than that of the kyai because they possessed a lot of karimah (the magic power of Islamic saints) given by God, according to the Bantenese. Living a humble lifestyle, they were independent, senior kyai who followed Islamic teachings, constantly avoiding political influence and resisting change. However, this stance meant the infrastructure of their pesanrens did not evolve. In a society familiar with the practice of magic and the occult, the two abuya were very popular and spiritually influential in Banten. Many Bantenese Muslims regularly visited their pesanrens to listen to the abuyas' sermons or to ask for religious advice (fatwa). From the description above, I infer that the definition of 'ulamā' in Banten relates to their knowledge, charisma and spiritual influence as demonstrated in the following figure:
Figure 1 shows that the number of ustādz in Banten is higher than the number of kyai and there are more kyai than abuya. However, all of them are 'ulama'. In terms of influence on the Bantenese, the figure illustrates that an abuya's influence is greater than that of a kyai or ustādz.

Second, Geertz explains that the kyai's functions are to teach Islamic law in pesantren, to act as social and religious advisor and to heal including practising magic. However, his description is no longer valid after certain historic and cultural developments. His description is probably accurate in illustrating the functions of independent kyai living in rural Banten. In this province, some kyai such as K.H. Wahab Afif, K.H. AS Hasan and K.H. Hasan Alaydrus, who are modernists, do not run pesantren, cannot cure disease and do not claim to possess magic powers.

Furthermore, Geertz’s depiction of kyai is true of their socio-economic roles in Banten. According to Hudaeri, the kyai in Banten do have roles to play in society. These are: guru ngaji (Qur'an recitation teacher), guru kitab (Arabic yellow books teacher), guru thariqah (shīfi order teacher), guru ilmu hikmah (supernatural teacher) and muballig (sermon-giver). 47

In general, the 'ulama' in Banten can be divided into two; formal and informal 'ulama'. The latter consists of traditional salafi kyai that avoid government influence because most of them are against involvement in politics. Nearly all of them run pesantren in rural Banten, practise thariqah, and become healers based on their closeness to God but they are not involved in any formal Muslim organisations. They are independent 'ulama' in the sense that they can answer religious questions without consulting other 'ulama' or the fatwa institution in Muslim organisations. In contrast, most formal 'ulama' do take part in the formal religious institutions established either by the government, MUI for example, or by Bantenese 'ulama' such as
Matle’ul Anwar, al-Khairiyah, Nahdlatul Ulama, Muhammadiyah and Persis. They are considered formal because these organisations have legal status, statutes and a membership system. One other point of note is that although Banten is renowned as one of the regions in the archipelago that adheres strongly to traditional Islam, many informal Bantenese ‘ulama’ practising the same rituals as NU do not always affiliate to it.49

Mathla’ul Anwar and Perguruan Islam al-Khairiyah’s Fatwa Councils

The Bantanese formed two Muslim organisations during the first two decades of the twentieth century, namely Mathla’ul Anwar (hereafter MA) and Perguruan Islam al-Khairiyah (hereafter al-Khairiyah). The former was founded in 1916 by some kyai from Menes, a sub-district of southern Banten. This was in response to the introduction of large secular schools by the Dutch colonial government as well as to the decline of the traditional pesantren’s effectiveness in providing an attractive model of Islamic education for the young generation of Muslims in Banten.50 The latter was established in the same year as MA by K.H. Syam’un, who studied in Mecca between 1905 and 1910 and continued to study at al-Azhar University in Cairo from 1910 until 1915.51 The pesantren al-Khairiyah initially employed a traditional system but changed in 1925 to the madrasah system based on the Egyptian model that uses a number of grades of education.52

There are some similarities between MA and al-Khairiyah. The first is their involvement in establishing a modern system of Islamic education in Banten. While MA concentrated on developing the education system in Pandeglang and in other regions of southern Banten, al-Khairiyah focused on Cilegon and the northern part of Banten. Both organizations have evolved into national institutions, each having a Pengurus Besar (National Board) and raise financial contributions from provincial branches in Indonesia to support their activities.

Both organisations have their own fatwa institutions. Al-Khairiyah established Dewan Pertimbangan dan Fatwa (Council of Consideration and Fatwa) based on the al-Khairiyah congress of 1955.53 Meanwhile, MA established Majlis Fatwa wa Tablig Matla’ul Anwar (Mathla’ul Anwar’s Fatwa and Proliferation Council) in 1960 based on MA’s official meeting in Tangerang to solve problems
related to furū‘iyah (branches of fiqh) and khilafiyah (conflicting interpretations). In 1962, Majlis Fatwa wa Tablīg was divided into two councils, namely Majlis Fatwa Mathla‘ul Anwar and Majlis Da‘wah Mathla‘ul Anwar.

In terms of the religious standpoint of the two organisations, MA seems to be more dynamic than al-Khairiyah in that it has at least three streams concerned with religious discourse: The traditionalist camp with the same aims as NU; the reformist camp that works towards the dissemination of Islamic purification and the fundamentalist camp fighting for the implementation of Islamic teaching via an Islamic state. Al-Khairiyah seems to be more fluid in the sense that although most of its leaders are graduates of Middle Eastern universities such as al-Azhar and Islamic University of Medina, they do not display a modernist perspective so there is almost no religious dispute within al-Khairiyah. According to its chairman, although the ritual practice of most al-Khairiyah members resembles NU’s, in reality their religious viewpoint depends upon individual preference because al-Khairiyah focuses solely on education. To sum up, the two local Muslim organisations occupy an important position in Banten society because their 'ulama‘ have become the backbone of MUI in some districts and municipalities.

The Coalition of Muslim Organizations in Banten under the Indonesian Council of 'Ulama‘ (MUI) of Banten Province

After the establishment of Banten province in October 2000, MUI in four districts and two municipalities of Banten attended a meeting to discuss the establishment of MUI of Banten province. The outcome of the meeting was a letter addressed to West Java MUI asking it to advise on and supervise the establishment of MUI in Banten province. This was successful because West Java MUI approved the establishment of MUI Banten without objection.

The first provincial meeting of MUI Banten was held in March 2001 and Prof. K.H. Wahab Afif (b. 1936) was elected the first chairman for the period of 2001-2006. MUI Banten held its second provincial meeting in September 2006 to choose a new chairman and officials for MUI Banten. In this meeting, Prof. K.H. Wahab Afif was re-elected for the second period from 2006 to 2011.

There are two reasons to explain why Prof. K.H. Wahab Afif was re-elected. The first was for his organisational and political experience. K.H. Wahab Afif was one of the prominent 'ulama‘ figures
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in Banten who formed an alliance with Golkar. In the 1980s, he was a member of Golkar’s Dewan Pimpinan Daerah (provincial board) in West Java and a member of Golkar’s advisory board in Serang district.\textsuperscript{62} He was also a member of Satkar Ulama Dewan Pimpinan Pusat (national board), an ‘ulāmā’ organisation under Golkar’s influence.\textsuperscript{63} In addition, he became chief of MUI Serang district for a while. The second reason was for his educational background and academic achievement. He received his basic education at al Khairiyah, which is influential for ‘ulāmā’, particularly in Serang and Cilegon. After completing his basic education at the al-Khairiyah madrasah in 1956, the board sent him along with other students to study at al-Azhar University.\textsuperscript{64} He was also dean of Serang branch’s syari’ah faculty at the State Institute for Islamic Studies (IAIN) and Sunan Gunung Djati (now IAIN Sultan Maulana Hasanuddin) between 1979 and 1985 and at the time of writing he is rector of the Institute for Islamic Studies Banten (IAIB), an independent Islamic institute that he founded. This wide experience has earned him the respect of formal ‘ulāmā’ in Banten.

According to a report written in 2010, MUI Banten positions itself as khadim al-ummah wa laīsa khadim al-a’mah (servant of the Muslim community and not the servant of government).\textsuperscript{65} It does not support any political party, president, governor, bupati, or major candidate in an election. Instead, MUI adheres to the saying lā syarīqiyah wa lā garbiyyah (neither go to the east nor to the west), in other words, it is impartial.\textsuperscript{66} In addition, it fulfils the roles of (1) heir to the prophet; (2) mufti; (3) servant of the Muslim community; (4) upholder of good behaviour, avoiding evil and (5) agent of at-tajdid wa al-ishlah (reform and renewal).\textsuperscript{67}

MUI Banten’s hierarchy is similar to the one operating in government organisations. Located in the capital city of Banten province, MUI Banten has branches in four districts and four municipalities, including 154 branches at sub-district level.\textsuperscript{68} MUI Banten created eleven commissions to run its programmes: (1) The Islamic brotherhood; (2) law and fatwa; (3) communication, information and documentation; (4) foreign affairs and mass Muslim organisations; (5) inter-religious harmony, (6) research and development; (7) Da’wah (Islamic proselytising and social care); (8) educational development; (9) legal and regulation development; (10) Islamic economic development and (11) women, youth and family.\textsuperscript{69} In addition to these commissions, MUI Banten also incorporated two
autonomous bodies into its organisation, namely the institute of food, medicine and cosmetic research (LPPOM) to protect Muslims’ rights concerning halal food and medicine together with Basyarnas (the national Syariah arbitration board)."}

Following its provincial meeting in 2006, MUI Banten outlined some of its programmes. The first was to continue the 2009 research on the al-Bantanî illuminated Qur’anic Mushbâf, a copy of the Qur’ân influenced by Banten’s artistic design. Since 2008, a team founded by MUI Banten has been collecting illuminations considered part of the heritage of the Banten sultanates or illuminations created by Bantenese ‘ulamâ‘ from cities in Banten, Lampung and Jakarta. The illuminations discovered will be brought together and modified to adorn frames of the Qur’ân. They will then be known as the al-Bantanî illuminated Qur’anic Mushbâf.

The second programme was to organise a third training course for ‘ulamâ‘ cadres (Pendidikan Kader Ulama, or PKU). This training was initiated by central MUI in the 1990s to send young ‘ulamâ‘ from provincial branches on a training programme for a couple of months, encompassing subjects such as Islamic law and socio-political affairs under the supervision of MUI officials. After the establishment of MUI Banten in 2001, it organised the first training course for ‘ulamâ‘ in 2003. Unlike the training of ‘ulamâ‘ cadres in central MUI based on a representative system, the participants of MUI Banten’s PKU were chosen by a selective system. The third programme was to organise the training of MUI Banten’s auditors at the institute of food, medicine and cosmetic research (LPPOM).

Fatwa of MUI Banten Province

MUI Banten has two ways of issuing fatwas. First, it adopts fatwas released by central MUI in their entirety. This can be seen in central MUI’s official book on fatwas used by MUI Banten to disseminate fatwas produced centrally to MUI Banten’s branches. The second way is used when MUI Banten issues its own fatwas concerning religious beliefs considered heretical to local Muslims, for example, the fatwa on the deviance of ‘Islam Sejati’, a group led by Ahyari who only teach three obligatory shalâhs (only the zhuhr, Magrib and Shuhb prayers) to his followers and the deus fatwa, the main concern of this thesis. Most of MUI Banten’s responses to problems faced by Muslims at national and local level are written mainly in the form of pernyataan sikap (position statements).
MUI Banten’s Composition

It is interesting to note that the structure of MUI at district and sub-district level in Banten still includes Muspida and Muspika as ‘advisors to MUI which is not the case at national or provincial level.77 These differ in that the executive body including the president and governor is not included in the organisational structure. As far as the composition of MUI Banten is concerned, it only accommodates the formal 'ulamā‘ because most of them come from Muslim organisations such as Matla’ul Anwar, al Khairiyah, NU, Muhammadiyah and Persis, and from two Islamic movements categorised as radical, namely Hizbut Tahrir Indonesia (HTI) and the Tarbiyah movement (PKS). Meanwhile, the Islamic Defence Front (FPI) and the Indonesian Jihadist Council (Majlis Mujahidin Indonesia) are not represented in MUI Banten.78

According to K.H. Fahmi, many informal 'ulamā‘ avoid involvement with MUI because they see it as a political instrument of the the government.79 His argument may be valid in that the budget to run MUI Banten comes mainly from the local government budget (APBD) which makes it difficult for MUI Banten to be independent. Meanwhile, Tihami argued that informal kyai with more spiritual and social influence in Banten do not want to be involved with MUI Banten for several reasons. For example, they think the term 'ulamā‘ is more prestigious than kyai and they claim the 'ulamā‘ involved with MUI are not pure 'ulamā‘ because many people involved with MUI possess neither the title kyai nor do they have a traditional pesantren background.80 The composition of MUI Banten is shown in the following table:

Table 1
Background of MUI Banten’s officials81

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Official background</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serving bureaucrat</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retired bureaucrat</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneur</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamic movement activist (Hizbut Tahrir Indonesia)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyai</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serving politician (PKS and PPP)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior high school teacher</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalist</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>99</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the table above, it is clear that MUI Banten includes people from a variety of backgrounds; academic and kyai are the most common (61%). Islamic movements have little influence due to the fact that only a few people from their organisations are involved with MUI Banten.

**Concluding Remarks**

Based on the explanation above, a number of factors have contributed to the issuing of a variety of religious answers (fatwas) to matters concerning Indonesian Muslims. These include the development of religious authority, the establishment of modernist and traditionalist Muslim organisations, MUI at central and local level and Muslim organisations at local level including the existence of informal 'ulama'.

The establishment of fatwa councils in many Islamic organisations furthermore has led to the fragmentation of religious authority due to the proliferation of bodies issuing fatwas and the different methodologies they use. The tension between modernists and traditionalists has influenced the course of Indonesian Muslim history, also resulting in fragmented religious authority at national as well as at local level.
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78 For more detail on Islamic movements in Indonesia see Haedar Nasir, Gerakan Islam Syariat: Reproduksi Salafiyah Ideologis di Indonesia, (Jakarta: PSAP Muhammadiyah, 2007). It is interesting to note that apart from Laskar Hizbullah, a radical Muslim organisation founded in Pandeglang, inactive today since its leader K.H. Cecep Bustomi was shot by an unknown gunman, there are no radical organisations in Banten. This is in spite of Banten being one of the most turbulent areas resulting from Islamic fanaticism in the archipelago up to the beginning of the 20th century. This is due to the success of local 'ulama' in maintaining and controlling their ummah and the impact of modernisation in the region. However, the incident at Cikeusik in Pandeglang district in early 2011 where five Ahmadiyah members were killed, showed that Bantenese Muslims can act radically if they consider Islamic teaching has been humiliatated.

79 Interview in June 2008 with K.H. Babay Azdi Fahmi, leader of the Bani Thahir pesantren, established in 1922. He added that some informal 'ulama' do not believe MUI Banten is independent or consistent in implementing Islamic law especially after K.H. Wahab Afif allowed Ratu Atut Chosiyah, the first female governor in Indonesia, to sit next to the imam during the id al-fitr prayer in 2007.

80 Conclusion from my interview with MA Tihami, Rector of IAIN Sultan Maulana Hasanudin Banten in June 2008.

81 Several people helped me to research the background of MUI officials. They are H. Jalim Muslim as one of the officials of MUI Pontang sub-district, kyai Fatoni as one of the secretaries of MUI Serang district and K.H. Aminuddin Ibrahim as one of the chairmen of MUI Banten. There are 99 people in MUI Banten but I found it difficult to trace all their backgrounds.
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